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Read the story then do the exercises below .
Bert Drinks Milk
Bert wants to grow fast but he does not want to drink his milk.
Mother says, “Milk is good. Milk helps boys grow fast.” But Bert
still does not want to drink his milk. He wants to drink soft
drinks. He says, “Soft drinks help boys grow faster than milk.”

Mother is sad. Mother wants to let Bert drink his milk. So
mother buys milk with chocolate. Bert drinks the chocolate
drink and says, “Hmm, this is good.”
Mother is glad. Bert finally drinks milk with chocolate.
Check the sentence that is true about the story.
___ Bert wants to drink milk very much.
___ Bert does not want to drink milk.
___ Mother buys chocolate drink.
___ Mother says soft drinks is good for boys.
___ Bert finally drinks milk with chocolate.
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Read the story then do the exercises below .
Bert Drinks Milk
Bert wants to grow fast but he does not want to drink his milk.
Mother says, “Milk is good. Milk helps boys grow fast.” But Bert
still does not want to drink his milk. He wants to drink soft
drinks. He says, “Soft drinks help boys grow faster than milk.”

Mother is sad. Mother wants to let Bert drink his milk. So
mother buys milk with chocolate. Bert drinks the chocolate
drink and says, “Hmm, this is good.”
Mother is glad. Bert finally drinks milk with chocolate.
Answer the questions.
1.Who does not want to drink his milk?
____________________________________________________
2. What does mother say?
____________________________________________________
3. What does Bert want to drink?
____________________________________________________
4. What does mother buy?
____________________________________________________
5. Does Bert drink the chocolate?
____________________________________________________
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Read the story then do the exercises below
Bert Drinks Milk

.

Bert wants to grow fast but he does not want to drink his milk.
Mother says, “Milk is good. Milk helps boys grow fast.” But Bert
still does not want to drink his milk.
He wants to drink soft drinks. He says, “Soft drinks help boys
grow faster than milk.”
Mother is sad. Mother wants to let Bert drink his milk. So mother
buys milk with chocolate. Bert drinks the chocolate drink and
says, “Hmm, this is good.”
Mother is glad. Bert finally drinks milk with chocolate.
Underline the sentence that is true about the story.
Bert does not want to drink his milk.
Bert likes to drink soft drinks.
Mother tells Bert to drink soft drinks because it is good.
Mother buys soft drinks for Bert.
Mother buys chocolate drink.
Bert drinks chocolate drink.
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Read the story then do the exercises below
Minda has a Pretty Quilt

.

Minda has a pretty quilt.
The quilt is pink.
The quilt is big.
Minda loves the quilt.
She puts the pink quilt on her big bed.
Underline the sentence that is true about the story.
Minda has a pretty quilt.
The quilt is red.
The quilt is big.
Minda does not love the quilt.
Minda puts the quilt in the sink.
The quilt is on Minda’s big bed.
Write Yes or No in the blank.
Minda has a pink quilt.
Minda is sad about the quilt.
Minda puts her quilt on her big bed.
The quilt is small.
The quilt is black.

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

The quilt is big and pink.

____________
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Read the story then do the exercises below
Minda has a Pretty Quilt

.

Minda has a pretty quilt.
The quilt is pink.
The quilt is big.
Minda loves the quilt.
She puts the pink quilt on her big bed.
Write the correct answer in the blank.
quilt

loves

pretty

big bed

1._____________ has a pretty quilt.
2. Minda ______________ the quilt.
3. The ______________ is pink and big.
4. The quilt is _____________.
5. The quilt is on the ________________.
Encircle the correct answer.
1. She has a pretty quilt.
Hilda

Minda

2. It is pink and big.
quiltquill
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Minda

Read the story then do the exercises below .
Minda has a Pretty Quilt
Minda has a pretty quilt.
The quilt is pink.
The quilt is big.
Minda loves the quilt.
She puts the pink quilt on her big bed.
Answer each question in a complete sentence.
1.Who has a pretty quilt?
_______________________________________________
2. What does Minda have?
_______________________________________________
3. Does Minda love her quilt?
_______________________________________________
4. Where does Minda put her pink quilt?
_______________________________________________
Draw a quilt on a bed.
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Read the story then do the exercises below
The Pink Ink

.

Mother has pink ink.
She colors the sink pink.
The sink looks good.
Mother is happy of the pink sink.
She happily winks as she sings.
Underline the sentence that is true about the story.
Mother has pink ink.
Mother colors the sink with black.
The sink looks bad.
Mother is happy with the pink sink.
Mother winks and sings.
Mother is sad of the sink.
Write Yes or No in the blank.
Mother has black ink.

___________

Mother has a pink mink.
Mother has pink ink.
Mother colors the sink pink.
The sink looks good.
Mother is happy.

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
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Read the story then do the exercises below .
The Pink Ink
Mother has pink ink.
She colors the sink pink.
The sink looks good.
Mother is happy of the pink sink.
She happily winks as she sings.
Write the correct answer in the blank.
pink ink

good

Mother

1.______________ has pink ink.
2. Mother has ___________________.
3. Mother colors the _____________ pink.
4. The pink sink looks _____________.
5. Mother is ______________.
Encircle the correct answer.
1. She has pink ink.
Mother

Father

2. It looks good.
pink pig

pink sink
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sink

happy

Read the story then do the exercises below
The Pink Ink

.

Mother has pink ink.
She colors the sink pink.
The sink looks good.
Mother is happy of the pink sink.
She happily winks as she sings.
Answer each question in a complete sentence.
1.Who has pink ink?
_____________________________________________________

2. What does mother have?
______________________________________________________

3. What does mother do with the sink?
_______________________________________________________

4. Is Mother happy of the pink sink?
_______________________________________________________

Draw a sink.
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